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i am patient 

but they are impatient to judge me

and it is to their peril 

to me it does not matter at all

i only have compassion for these people… 

who are in a hurry and haste to judge me

because if they do not understand this fusion 

that is happening around me now

they will miss something important for their own future…

not to understand what is happening to me… 

is to miss their future potential

if you are watching carefully

you can see what is coming along the way

and you are also creating me…

wherever i go i thank the people 

who are willing to listen to me

because you are inspiring me to speak

on my own i am not going to speak to the walls

i am not going to tell the walls 

which is the way back home

i am mad…but not that mad !

i do not speak to myself

sitting with you

you are giving me the opportunity 

and you are creating me also…

that is why i am always grateful to people…

thank you for coming and listening to my rubbish

and maybe slowly slowly 

it will become more intelligent

as i will continuously grow deeper and deeper

hmm ?

mind…nomind…

supermind is one who has created a fusion between mind and nomind

that is supermind…

do you understand ?

mind alone is a madness…just a common man…

nomind alone is a meher baba…a sai baba…a ramana…a mystic…

combining mind with nomind…

allowing them to merge…settle and become familiar with one another

and you have created supermind…the enlightened mind…

hence buddhist masters say

that this mind can be enlightened

and they also say that this mind cannot be enlightened

the mind that can be enlightened is the supermind…

you need some time…some patience after enlightenment

to allow this fusion to happen naturally

i am blessed because i am guided by my master

i reached the state of nomind…

my body was not ready…

and my master has been gently working on me…day and night…

with his compassion and he creating me slowly slowly

i am watching his miracle

of how he is bringing this nomind experience to this little body of mine

and remember again…

you have been listening to the greatest master osho

who has been speaking for twenty years

i have just started speaking not even two years

so let us wait and see what happens with me twenty years hence

in these three years i have moved ahead

because i have him as my master…guiding me…

protecting me…sheltering me under his wings

i am the creation of the greatest master osho

and again and again i tell people…just give me time…be patient…
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